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ABSTRACT
Any etale Lie groupOid G IS completely determmed by ItS associated convolution algebra C~'-' (G I
eqUipped with the natural Hopf algebnnd structure. We extend this result to the generahzed morphlsms
between etale Lie groupOlds: we show that any pnnclpal H -bundle P over G IS umquely determmed
by the associated C~'-' (G l--e~'-' (H I-blmodule C~'-' (p I eqUipped with the natural coalgebra structure.
Furthermore. we prove that the functor C~'-' gives an eqUivalence between the Monta category of etale
Lie groupOids and the Monta category of locally grouphke Hopf algebnnds.
1 INTRODUCTION
The ideas and tools of noncommutative geometry have given us an insight into a
large new class of spaces, which seemed unattainable from the point of view of
the classical topology and geometry. Lie groupoids and their convolution algebras
provide models for many such singular spaces, for example orbifolds, spaces of
orbits of Lie group actions and leaf spaces of foliations [4,5,9,16,17]. A singular
space may, however, be represented by different Lie groupoids which are weakly
equivalent to each other. For example, the foliation groupoids (and in particular
the holonomy groupoids of foliations) may be represented by etale Lie groupoids
[7,17]. It turns out that two Lie groupoids are weakly equivalent if and only if
they are isomorphic in the Morita category of Lie groupoids, the category in
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which morphisms are isomorphism classes of principal bundles [8,10,15,18,19].
We are therefore primarily interested in those algebraic invariants of Lie groupoids
which are functorially defined on the Morita category, thus respecting the weak
equivalence.
The Connes convolution algebra C~ (G) of smooth functions with compact
support [5,23] on an etale Lie groupoid G is an example of such an invariant.
Indeed, the map C~ can be extended to a functor from the Morita category of etale
Lie groupoids to the Morita category of algebras [19]. More precisely, if G and H
are etale Lie groupoids and if P is a principal H -bundle over G, then the space
C~ (p) of smooth functions with compact support on P has a natural structure of
a C~ (G )--C~ (H )-bimodule. Furthermore, the composition of principal bundles is
reflected as the tensor product of the corresponding bimodules.
The convolution algebra C~ (G) admits an additional structure of a coalgebra
over the commutative ring C~(M) of smooth functions with compact support on
the base manifold M of objects of G, which turns C~ (G) into a Hopf algebroid
overC~(M) [20,21]. Moreover, the C~(G)--C~(H)-bimodule C~(P) has a natural
coalgebra structure over C~ (M) as well, compatible with the coalgebra structures
on C~ (G) and C~ (H) in a natural way [20]. The Hopf algebroid structure on
C~ (G) determines the etale Lie groupoid G uniquely [21]. In fact, one can
reconstruct G out of C~ (G) as the spectral etale groupoid associated to the Hopf
algebroid C~ (G). The Hopf algebroids isomorphic to those associated to etale Lie
groupoids can be characterized as those which are locally grouplike (see [21] and
Definition 3.1).
In this paper we show how to reconstruct a principal H -bundle P over G
out of the associated C~(G)--C~(H)-bimodule C~(P) equipped with the natural
coalgebra structure. Moreover, we show that a C~ (G )--C~ (H )-bimodule M with a
C~(M)-coalgebra structure is isomorphic to the bimodule C~(P) of a principal
H -bundle P over G if and only if M is principal and locally grouplike (see
Definition 3.2), and that the principal bundle P is uniquely determined by M up
to an isomorphism. Furthermore, we show that locally grouplike Hopf algebroids
and locally grouplike principal bimodules form a category LgHoALGD, which is
equivalent to the Morita category EtGPD of etale Lie groupoids (Theorem 5.1).
The equivalence is given by the functor C~: EtGPD ---+ LgHoALGD.
2 PRELIMINARIES
For the convenience of the reader, and to fix the notations, we begin by summarizing
some basic definitions and results that will be used in the rest of this paper. We shall
write IF for our base field, which can be lR or ceo Throughout the paper, all manifolds
and maps between them are assumed to be smooth. This is not essential: the results
hold true ifone replaces this by any class ofdifferentiability Ck , k = O. 1.2..... The
manifolds are not assumed to be Hausdorff.
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2.1. Lie groupoids and principal bundles
First, we recall the notion ofa Lie groupoid and the definition of the Morita category
of Lie groupoids. For detailed exposition and many examples, we refer the reader
to one of the books [13,17,18] and references cited there.
A Lie groupoid over a Hausdorff manifold M is given by a manifold G and a
structure of a category on G with objects Go = M, in which all arrows are invertible
and all the structure maps
G ,,I G mit G mv G~ G unl GX G -----+ -----+ ~ 0-----+
o t
are smooth, with the source map s a submersion. We allow manifold G to be non-
Hausdorff, but we assume that the fibers of the source map are Hausdorff. If g E G
is any arrow with source s(g) = x and target t(g) = y, and g' EGis another arrow
with S(g') = Y and t(g') = y', then the product gig = mlt(g'. g) is an arrow from
x to y'. The map uni assigns to each x E Go the identity arrow It = uni(x) in G,
and we often identify Go with uni( Go). The map inv maps each g E G to its inverse
g-l. We write G(x. y) = s-l (x) n t-1(y).
A left action of a Lie groupoid G on a manifold P along a map Jr : P ---+ Go is a
map fl : G x~~ P ---+ P, (g. p) f-+ g. p, which satisfies Jr(g'p) = t(g), 1JT(pl . P = P
and g'. (g' p) = (gig). p, for all g'. g E G and pEP with S(g') = t(g) and s(g) =
Jr(p). We define right actions of Lie groupoids on manifolds in a similar way.
Let G and H be Lie groupoids. A principal H -bundle over G is a manifold P,
equipped with a left action fl of G along a surjective submersion Jr : P ---+ Go and a
right action II of H along ¢: P ---+ Ho, such that ¢ (g' p) = ¢(p), Jr(p . h) = Jr(p)
and g . (p . h) = (g' p) . h for every g E G, pEP and h E H with s(g) = Jr(p) and
¢ (p) = t (h ), and such that (prl' IJ) : P X t~ H ---+ P X ~'; P is a diffeomorphism.
A map f: P ---+ pi between principal H -bundles P and pi over G is equivariant
if it satisfies Jrl(j(p))= Jr(p), ¢'(j(p)) = ¢(p) and f(g· p' h) = g. f(p)· h,
for every g E G, pEP and hE H with s(g) = Jr(p) and ¢(p) = t(h). Any such
map is automatically a diffeomorphism. Principal H -bundles P and pi over G are
isomorphic if there exists an equivariant diffeomorphism between them.
If P is a principal H -bundle over G and pi is a principal K -bundle over H, for
another Lie groupoid K, one can construct the principal K -bundle P ®H pi over G
[18,19]. It is the space of orbits (P xtoJT ' PI)/H with respect to the natural action
of H along ¢ 0 pr1 given by (p. pi). h = (p' h. h-
1 . pi). The actions of G and K
on P ®H pi along Jr ® Jr': p ® pi f-+ Jr(p) respectively ¢ ® ¢': p ® pi f-+ ¢'(p') are
given by g. (p ® pi) = (g' p) ® pi and (p ® pi) . k = p ® (p'. k), where p ® pi
denotes the orbit of (p. pi) in P ®H P'.
As an example, any Lie groupoid G can be seen as a principal G-bundle
over G with the actions given by the groupoid multiplication along the maps t
respectively s. This bundle behaves as the identity for the tensor product, up to
an isomorphism.
The Morita category GPD of Lie groupoids consists of Lie groupoids as
objects and isomorphism classes of principal bundles as morphisms between them:
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a principal H -bundle over G represents a morphism from G to H, while the
composition of morphisms is induced by the tensor product. The morphisms
in GPO are sometimes referred to as Hilsum-Skandalis maps or generalised
morphisms between Lie groupoids. Two Lie groupoids are Morita equivalent if they
are isomorphic in the category GPO.
A Lie groupoid is etale if all its structure maps are local diffeomorphisms.
A bisection of an etale Lie groupoid G is an open subset U of G such that
both slu and tlu are injective. Any such bisection U gives a diffeomorphism
TU :s(U) ---+ t(U) by TU =tlu 0 (sIU)-l.
The Morita category EtGPO of etale Lie groupoids is the full subcategory of
GPO with etale Lie groupoids as objects. If G and Hare etale Lie groupoids
and P a principal H -bundle over G, then the corresponding map Jr : P ---+ Go is
automatically a local diffeomorphism.
2.2. The bimodule associated to a principal bundle
In this subsection we review the construction of the principal bimodule assigned to
a principal bundle. Our exposition closely follows [19], where all the work is done
in the Hausdorff setting. It turns out that essentially the same ideas also work in the
non-Hausdorff case if we use the proper notion of a smooth function with compact
support.
We first recall the definition of a smooth function with compact support on a
non-Hausdorff manifold as given in [6]. Let P be a manifold and let C'f: denote
the sheaf of germs of smooth IF-valued functions on P. The stalk of this sheaf at
a point pEP is a commutative algebra with identity. If P is Hausdorff, we can
identify (compactly supported) smooth functions on P with (compactly supported)
continuous sections of C'f:, and we denote the commutative algebra of compactly
supported smooth IF-valued functions on P by C~ (P ). For a general P, we consider
the space r 8 (P. C'f:) of not-necessarily continuous sections of the sheaf C'f:. For
any Hausdorff open subset U c P there is a monomorphism C~ (U) ---+ r 8 (P. C'f: ),
which maps f E C~ (U) to the extension of f to P by zero. The vector space C~ (p)
of smooth functions with compact support on P is by definition the image of the
map EB u C~ (U) ---+ r 8 (P. C'f: ), where U runs over all (or a cover of) Hausdorff
open subsets of P. This definition agrees with the classical one if P is Hausdorff.
We will denote the extension of f E C~ (U) to P again by f E C~ (P), and identify
the space C~(U) with its image in C~(P).
For any f E C~(P) we define the support of f by supp(j) = [p E PI fp -=I- 0),
where fp is the value of the section f at the point p. So defined support agrees with
the classical one in the Hausdorff case, and is a compact set, although not closed in
general. Every f E C~ (p) with support in some Hausdorff open subset U c P can
be identified with f E C~ ([1). We will often work with smooth functions on the
total space P of a local diffeomorphism Jr : P ---+ M into a Hausdorff manifold M.
In this case, we say that U c P is Jr -elementary if Jr Iu is injective. The open
Jr -elementary subsets of P are Hausdorff and together they cover P. We have
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a natural identification C':'([I) ~ C':'(Jr([I)), for every Jr-elementary open subset
[I c P, identifying fo E C':'(Jr([I)) with f = fo 0 Jr lu E C,:,([J) c C':'(P).
Let i/J : P ---+ pi be a smooth map. For any pEP we have a homomorphism of
algebras i/J;: (c;)ljilPI ---+ (C,;)P given by the composition with i/J. If i/J is a local
diffeomorphism, this homomorphism has the inverse i/J*p = (i/J;)-l, and we can
define a linear map i/J+ :C':' (P ) ---+ C':' (Pi) by
i/J+(j)p' L i/J*p(jp).
PElji-1lp'l
In this way C':' becomes a functor from the category of smooth manifolds and local
diffeomorphisms between them to the category of vector spaces.
We can use this definition ofsmooth functions with compact support to construct
the bimodule associated to a principal bundle over etale Lie groupoids [19]. Let
p be a principal H -bundle over G and let pi be a principal K -bundle over H,
where G, Hand K are etale Lie groupoids. Define a bilinear map
P = P "C"0(P) X C"0(pl) ---+ C"0(p x¢,Jr' pi)P,P . C ecHo
by
where prl and pr2 are the projections from P XHo pi to P respectively P'. To show
that p(j, f') is indeed a smooth function with compact support on P XHo pi, we
can assume that f E C':'([I) and f' E C':'([I'), where [I is a Jr-elementary open
subset of P and [I' a Jr' -elementary open subset of P'. The support of p (j, f') is
then contained in the Hausdorffpr1-elementary open subset [I x Ho [I' of P x Ho pi,
and
where f~ E C':'(JrI([JI)) is such that f' = f~ 0 Jr'lu'. The support S = supp(j) n
¢-l(supp(j~)) of the function f(j~ 0 ¢) E C':'([I) is compact and lies in the
set prl ([I XHo [I') = [I n ¢-l(JrI([lI)). Indeed, since supp(j~) is compact in the
Hausdorffmanifold Ho, it is closed, so ¢-l (supp(j~)) is closed as well. The set Sis
then a closed subspace of the compact space supp(j) and therefore compact. This
shows that p(j, f') is a smooth function with compact support inside [I XHo [I'.
Define the map
where q is the quotient projection P x Ho pi ---+ P QSJH pi, which is in fact a local
diffeomorphism. If we choose f E C':' ([I) and f' E C':' ([1') as in equation (l), the
function x;y(j, f') has the support in [I ®H [I' = q([I XHo [I') and is given by
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Now choose another etale Lie groupoid L and a principal L-bundle p" over K,
and observe that there is a natural diffeomorphism from (P QSJH Pi) ®K p" to p ®H
(Pi ®K P") which maps (p ® pi) ® p" to P ® (pi ® p"). Straight from the definition
one can see that for any f E C':'(P), f' E C':'(PI) and f" E C':'(PIl) we have the
associativity law
using the natural identification C':'((P ®H Pi) ®K P") ~ C':'(P ®H (Pi ®K Pll)).
The equivariant diffeomorphisms f}G,G : G ®G G ---+ G, f}G,P : G ®G P ---+ P and
f}P,H: P ®H H ---+ P, given by f}G,G(g' ® g) = gig, f}G,p(g ® p) = g . p and
f}P,H(p, h) = p'h, induce the action maps
AG,G = (f}G,G)+ 0 X;): C':' (G) x C':' (G) ---+ C':' (G),
AG,P = (f}G,p)+ 0 X;) : C::' (G) xC::' (p) ---+ C::' (p)
and
The map AG,G is precisely the convolution product on the algebra C':'(G) [5,
6,19,21]. Furthermore, the maps AG,P and AP,H turn C':'(P) into a C':'(G)-
C':'(H)-bimodule [19]. Explicitly, choose a function f E C':'(P) with support in
a n-elementary open set U C P, and functions II E C':'(G) and u E C':'(H) with
supports in bisections U" C G respectively U" C H. Write f = fo 0 n IU, II =
lIootlu" and u = uootlu
l





lIf=(lIo(foOT[jl))onl U v U
" III " Go I
fU=(fo(uoo¢o(nlu)-l))onl u v u·III HO l' I
Now choose a principal H -bundle P over G and a principal K -bundle pi over H,
and interpret H as a principal H -bundle over H. For f E C':' (P ), f' E C':' (Pi) and
u E C':'(H) we have
X;)(Ju, f') = X;) (X;) (j, U), f') = X;)(J. X;) ( U, f'))
=X;)(J. Uf') EC::'(P®H pi),
where we have identified f u E C':' (p) with X;) (j, u) E C':' (P ®H H) and Uf' E
C':'(P I) with X;)(u, f') E C':'(H ®H Pi). The map X;) thus induces a homomorphism
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of C;::' (G )--C;::'(K )-bimodules, which is in fact an isomorphism. Indeed, this has
been proven in [19] in the Hausdorff case, but literally the same proof applies in the
general case as well.
2.3. Principal bimodules over Hopf algebroids
Next, we review the notions of a Hopf algebroid and of a principal bimodule over
Hopf algebroids, following [20,21]. Throughout this paper, we will assume that all
our algebras are over the field IF and that they are associative, but not necessarily
commutative. Recall that an algebra A has local identities in a commutative
subalgebra Ao c A if for any al ..... ak E A there exists ao E Ao such that aoa, =
a, ao = a, for all i = L .... k. A commutative algebra has local identities if it has
local identities in itself. A left module M over a commutative algebra Ao with local
identities is locally Ao-unitary if for any 1111 ..... IIlk EM there exists ao E Ao such
that aolll, = Ill, for all i = L .... k. Analogously one defines the notions of a right
locally Bo-unitary Bo-module and of a locally Ao-Bo-unitary Ao-Bo-bimodule, for
any commutative algebras Ao and Bo with local identities. In particular, if A is an
algebra with local identities in a commutative subalgebra Ao C A, then A is an
Ao-Ao-unitary A-A-bimodule. In this case we shall write A ®1o A for the tensor
product of two copies of A with respect to the right action of Ao on the first factor
and the left action of Ao on the second factor, while the notation A ®~o A will stand
for the tensor product taken with respect to the left action of Ao on both factors.
Suppose that Ao is a commutative algebra with local identities. Recall that a left
Ao-coalgebra is a left Ao-unitary module C, together with Ao-linear maps ,3.: C ---+
C ®Ao C (comultiplication) and f: C ---+ Ao (counit) such that (f ® id) a ,3. = id,
(id® f) a,3. = id and (,3. ® id) a,3. = (ida,3.) a,3. (coassociativity). We do not assume
here that our coalgebras are necessarily cocommutative, although our examples will
be such. A homomorphism fJ : C ---+ C' ofleft Ao-coalgebras is a homomorphism of
left Ao-modules that respects the coalgebra structures, i.e. f = f' a fJ and (fJ ® fJ) a
,3. =,3.' a fJ.
An Ao-bialgebroid is an algebra A such that Ao is a commutative subalgebra of A
in which A has local identities, together with a structure of a left Ao-coalgebra on A
such that
(i) flAo = id, ,3.I Ao is the canonical embedding Ao C A ®~o A and the two right
actions of Ao on A ®~o A coincide on ,3.(A),
(ii) f (ab) = f(af(b)) and
(iii) ,3. (ab) = ,3. (a),3. (b)
for any a. b E A. Note that by (i), the product of A induces the componentwise
product ,3. (A) ® (A ®~o A) ---+ A ®~o A, which is used in (iii). The comultiplication
in an Ao-bialgebroid A is also a homomorphism of right Ao-modules with respect
to any of the right Ao-actions on A ®~o A, and it induces a homomorphism of
left Ao-modules K: A ®1o A ---+ A ®~o A by K(a ® b) = ,3.(a)(ao ® b), where ao
is any element of Ao with aob = b. An Ao-bialgebroid A is principal if K is an
isomorphism. A homomorphism between Ao-bialgebroids is a homomorphism of
algebras which is also a homomorphism ofleft Ao-coalgebras.
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A Hopf Ao-algebroid is an Ao-bialgebroid A, together with an IF-linear involution
S:A ---+ A (antipode) such that SIAo = id, S(ab) = S(b)S(a) for any a,b E A, and
flA 0 (S ® id) 0 ,3. = f 0 S, where flA:A ®1o A ---+ A denotes the multiplication.
(This definition is slightly stronger than the definition of a Hopf algebroid over Ao
given in [21], while the notion of a principal Hopf algebroid is slightly weaker
than that of an etale Hopf algebroid given in [20]. Similar notions have been
studied in [12,14,24,25] and more recently in [1-3,11].) A homomorphism between
Hopf Ao-algebroids is a homomorphism of Ao-bialgebroids which intertwines the
antipodes.
Example 2.1. (1) For any sheaf n : P ---+ M over a Hausdorff manifold M, the
space CC;V (p) has a natural structure of a left CC;V (M )-coalgebra [22]. The algebra
CC;V(M) acts on the space CC;V(P) by (uofJ p = n;((uo)IT(PI)fp, for any Uo E
CC;V(M) and f E CC;V(P). The comultiplication on CC;V(P) is given by ,3. = n;,~ 0
diag+, where diag: P ---+ P XM P is the diagonal map and nIT,IT :CC;V(P) ®C~'-(MI
CC;V(P) ---+ CC;V(P XM p) is the natural isomorphism given by nIT,IT (f ® f')(p,p'l =
(prl)* ,Up )(pr7)* ,(Jp') [22]. The counit is f = n +. Explicitly, if U c P is a(P,P I - (P,P I
n-elementary open subset, fo E CC;V(n(U)) and Uo E CC;V(M), then
u0 (fo 0 n Iu ) = (u 0 fo) 0 n Iu '
,3. (fo 0 n Iu) = (fo 0 n Iu) ® (uS 0 n lu) = (uS 0 n lu) ® (fo 0 n lu)
and
f(fo 0 nlu) = fo,
where uS E CC;V(n(U)) is any function which satisfies uSfo = fo.
In particular, the convolution algebra CC;V (G) of an etale Lie groupoid G
has a natural structure of a left CC;V (Go )-coalgebra, induced by the target map.
The antipode S = inv+ : CC;V (G) ---+ CC;V (G) turns CC;V (G) into a principal Hopf
CC;V(Go)-algebroid [21].
(2) Any commutative algebra Ao with local identities is a principal Hopf Ao-
algebroid in the trivial way.
Suppose that A is an Ao-bialgebroid and that B is a Bo-bialgebroid. A preprinci-
pal A-B-bimodule is a locally Ao-Bo-unitary A-B-bimodule M such that
(i) the two right Bo-module structures on M ®Ao M coincide on ,3.(M),
(ii) f(lIlb) = f(lIlf(b)) and f(alll) = f(af(IIl)),
(iii) ,3.(alll) = ,3.(a),3.(IIl) and ,3.(lIlb) = ,3.(IIl),3.(b)
for any a E A, b E B and III E M. The bimodule structure of a preprincipal
A-B-bimodule M induces the componentwise products ,3. (A) ® (M ®Ao M)---+
M ®Ao M and ,3.(M) ® (B ®~o B) ---+ M ®Ao M. The existence of these two
partially defined products gives the meaning to the condition (iii) in the definition,
which also implies that ,3. is right Bo-linear. The comultiplication in M induces a
homomorphism of Ao-B-bimodules E :M ® Eo B ---+ M ®Ao M by E (Ill ® b) =
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fJ.(1Il )(bo ® b), where bo is any element of Bo such that bob = b. A principal
A-B-bimodule is a preprincipal A-B-bimodule M such that f is surjective
and E is an isomorphism. A homomorphism of preprincipal A-B-bimodules
is a homomorphism of A-B-bimodules which is also a homomorphism of left
Ao-coalgebras.
Note that a preprincipal A-B-bimodule is in particular a preprincipal
Ao-B-bimodule as well as a preprincipal A-Bo-bimodule. If M is a principal
A-B-bimodule, then it is also a principal Ao-B-bimodule. Furthermore, any
Ao-bialgebroid A is also a preprincipal A-A-bimodule, which is principal if and
only if A is principal as an Ao-bialgebroid.
Let M be a preprincipal A-B-bimodule and let N be a preprincipal B-C-
bimodule, for a Co-bialgebroid C. There is a natural structure of a preprincipal
A-C -bimodule on the tensor product M ®B N given by
fJ.(1Il ® 11) = L(IIl;® 11~) ® (Ill;' ® 11;)
I,j
and
f(1Il ® 11) = f (Illf (11 )),
for any III ® 11 EM ® B N with fJ. (Ill) = LI Ill; ® Ill;' and fJ. (11) = L j 11~ ® 11; [20].
If B, M and N are all principal, then M ®B N is principal as well; this was proved
in [20] in the cocommutative case, however the cocommutativity assumption was
not used in the proof.
We shall denote by BiALGD the Morita category of bialgebroids: objects of
BiALGD are pairs (A, Ao), where A is an Ao-bialgebroid, a morphism from
(A, Ao) to (B, Bo) in the category BiALGD is an isomorphism class ofpreprincipal
A-B-bimodules, while the composition is induced by the tensor product. The
principal bialgebroids and the principal bimodules form a subcategory PrBiALGD
of BiALGD. Similarly, we have the Morita category HoALGD ofHopf algebroids
and isomorphism classes ofpreprincipal bimodules as morphisms between them, as
well as its subcategory PrHoALG D of principal Hopf algebroids and isomorphism
classes of principal bimodules.
A smooth bialgebroid is a pair (A, M), where M is a smooth Hausdorff manifold
and A is a C;V(M)-bialgebroid. We have the Morita category BiALGD"0 of smooth
bialgebroids, in which a morphism from (A, M) to (B, N) is an isomorphism
class of preprincipal A-B-bimodules, and the composition is induced by the
tensor product. The principal smooth bialgebroids and the principal bimodules
form a subcategory PrBiALGD"0 of BiALGD"0. The natural functor BiALGD"0 ---+
BiALGD, which maps (A,M) to (A,C;V(M)), is therefore fully-faithful, and the
same is true for its restriction PrBiALGD"0 ---+ PrBiALGD. Note that if A is an
Ao-bialgebroid and if Ao ~ C;V(M) for a Hausdorff manifold M, then M is in
fact determined uniquely up to a canonical diffeomorphism: any isomorphism
C;V(M) ~ C;V(N) is induced by a unique diffeomorphism between M and N.
Moreover, the set M can be in this case identified with the set Ao of surjective
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multiplicative functionals on Ao, so there is a natural structure ofa smooth manifold
on Ao such that Ao and C;::' (Ao) are canonically isomorphic.
Analogously, we have the Morita category HoALGD"0 of smooth Hopf al-
gebroids and isomorphism classes of preprincipal bimodules as morphisms be-
tween them, and also its subcategory PrHoALGD"0 of principal smooth Hopf
algebroids and isomorphism classes of principal bimodules. The natural functors
HoALGD"0 ---+ HoALGD and PrHoALGD"0 ---+ PrHoALGD are fully-faithful.
Example 2.2. (1) Let G and H be etale Lie groupoids and let P be a principal
H-bundle over G. The C;::'(G)--C;::'(H)-bimodule C;::'(P) (Section 2.2) carries a
natural structure of a principal C;::' (G )--C;::'(H )-bimodule [20]. Indeed, the coalge-
bra structure of P is given by the sheaf Jr : P ---+ Go (Example 2.1 (l)), while the
principalness follows because E is induced by the diffeomorphism (prl' II): P xt~
H ---+ P x~'; P. Indeed, we have C;::'(P) ®C;:"IGOI C;::'(P) ~ C;::'(P xGo p) (Ex-
ample 2.1 (l )). Furthermore, with the methods of the proof of [19], Theorem 2.4,
one can easily show that we also have an isomorphism C;::'(P) ®C~'-IHol C;::'(H)~
C;::'(P XHo H) induced by the map PP,H given in Section 2.2.
The isomorphism n, described in Section 2.2, respects the coalgebra structure
and is therefore an isomorphism of principal bimodules. To sum up, we have a
functor
C;::':EtGPD ---+ PrHoALGD"0.
which maps an etale Lie groupoid G to the associated principal smooth Hopf
algebroid (C;::,(G). Go) and an isomorphism class ofa principal H -bundle P over G
to the isomorphism class of the principal C;::'(G)--C;::'(H)-bimodule C;::'(P).
(2) Let x be a point of a Hausdorff manifold M. We have the quotient epi-
morphism of commutative algebras C;::' (M) ---+ (C~ lx, mapping a function f E
C;::'(M) to its germ at x. With respect to this epimorphism, the space (C~lx has
a natural structure of a principal (C~ lx--C;::'(M)-bimodule. Thus, if A is a C;::'(M)-
bialgebroid, if B is a Bo-bialgebroid and if M a (pre)principal A-B-bimodule, then
(C~lx ®C~'-IMI M is a (pre)principal (C~lx-B-bimodule.
3 THE MORITA CATEGORY OF LOCALL Y GROUPLIKE HOPF ALGEBROIDS
3.1. Locally grouplike Hopf algebroids
Suppose that C = (C,,3,. f) is a leftC;::'(M)-coalgebra, fora Hausdorffmanifold M.
Choose a point x E M and write C;::'(Mlx= (C~lx. There is the associated local
left C;::'(Mlx-coalgebra (Ct. ,3,x. f x ) at x [22], given as the quotient C t = C / Nt (C)
with respect to the left C;::'(M)-submodule
Nt(C) = {e Eel foe = 0 for some fo EC':(M) with (jolx = I}
of C, and with the induced coalgebra structure. The equivalence class of an element
e E C in C t will be denoted by Ct. Note that we have a natural isomorphism ofleft
C;::'(Mlx-modules C t ~ C;::'(Mlx®C;:"IMI C.
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An element C E C is weakly grouplike [22] if there exists c' E C such that
,3. (c) = c ® c'. We denote by G U' (C) the set of weakly grouplike elements of C.
We may also consider the set G(Ct ) = [( E C t I ,3.x(() = (® (.fx(() = 1) of
grouplike elements of the coalgebra Ct. The connection between the weakly
grouplike elements of C and the grouplike elements of C t is as follows: every
c E GU'(C), which is normalised at x (i.e. f(clx = 1), projects to a grouplike
element C t E G(Ct ). Conversely, any ( E G(Ct ) can be written as (= C t for some
c E GU'(C) normalised at x [22].
A weakly grouplike element a of a Hopf C;V(M)-algebroid A is S-invariant if
there exists a' E A such that ,3.(a) = a ® a' and ,3.(S(a)) = S(a') ® S(a). Write
G~,(A) for the set of S-invariant weakly grouplike elements of A. The set of arrows
of A with target y E M is given by GS(Ay ) = ray I a E G~,(A). f(a)y = 1) c G(Ay ).
For example, the weakly grouplike elements of the left C;V(M)-coalgebra C;V(P)
of a sheaf Jr : P ---+ M are precisely the functions on P with compact support in a
Jr-elementary open subset of P [22]. Similarly, the S-invariant weakly grouplike
elements of the Hopf algebroid C;V (G), associated to an etale Lie groupoid G, are
the functions on G with compact support in a bisection of G [21].
Definition 3.1. A locan)· grollplike Hopf algebroid is a smooth Hopf algebroid
(A. M) such that the C;V(M)y-module Ay is freely generated by the set of arrows
GS(Ay ) with target y, for every y E M.
The smooth Hopf algebroid (C;V(G). Go) of an etale Lie groupoid G is an
example of a locally grouplike Hopf algebroid. In fact, the converse is true as well:
For any locally grouplike Hopf algebroid (A. M) there exists a spectral etale Lie
groupoid Qsp(A) over M such that C;V(Qsp(A))~ A [21]. Indeed, a smooth Hopf
algebroid (A. M) is locally grouplike ifand only if the S-invariant weakly grouplike
elements normally generate A and are normally linearly independent. In particular,
any locally grouplike Hopf algebroid (A. M) is cocommutative and principal;
furthermore, it satisfies (S ® id) 0 K 0 (S ® id) 0 K = id and G(Ay ) = GS(Ay ),
for any y EM.
Definition 3.2. Let (A. M) and (B. N) be locally grouplike Hopf algebroids.
A principal A-B-bimodule M is locally grollplike if the set of grouplike elements
G(Mx ) freely generates the C;V(M)x-module M x , for every x EM.
For locally grouplike Hopfalgebroids (A. M) and (B. N), a principal A-B-bi-
module M is locally grouplike if and only if the weakly grouplike elements of M
normally generate M and are normally linearly independent [22]. This implies that
locally grouplike principal bimodules are cocommutative.
The principal bimodules associated to principal bundles are locally grouplike
[22], and are in fact the only examples of locally grouplike principal bimodules,
up to an isomorphism. We will show (see Theorem 5.1) that locally group-
like Hopf algebroids and locally grouplike principal bimodules form a subcate-
gory LgHoALGD of PrHoALGD"0. Moreover, we will prove that the category
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LgHoALGD is equivalent to the Morita category EtGPD of etale Lie groupoids;
an explicit equivalence is given by the functor C;::':EtGPD ---+ LgHoALGD.
3.2. The moment map
Let M and N be Hausdorff manifolds, let A be a C;::'(M)-bialgebroid and let B
be a C;::'(N)-bialgebroid. Suppose that M is a preprincipal A-B-bimodule. The
bimodule M is in particular a left C;::' (M )-coalgebra, hence there is the associated
spectral sheaf
(see [22]). Its stalk Esp(Mlx over a point x is by definition the set G(M x ), while
the topology on Esp(M) is given by the basis of 7T -elementary open subsets III W =
[lIl x E G(M x ) I x E W), where W is any open subset of M and III E GU'(M) any
weakly grouplike element normalised on W (i.e. f(IIl)lw = 1).
Suppose that III E G U' (M) is normalised on an open subset W of M. Define a
linear map TW,lIl :C;::' (N) ---+ C"0 (W) by
This map is a homomorphism of algebras. To see this, choose Ill' E M with
!1(IIl) = III ® Ill'. Note that III = I' (Ill )IIl'. Since !1 is a homomorphism of right
C;::'(N)-modules and the two right C;::'(N)-actions on !1(M) coincide, we have
!1(IIlUo) = IIlUo ® Ill' for any Uo E C;::'(N), thus in particular IIlUo E GU'(M) and
III Uo = I' (Ill' Uo )1Il. Now the statement follows from the equalities
TW,lIl (uo ub) = I' (Ill Uo ub) IW
= I' (I' (lIl'uo)1Il ub) Iw
= I' (Ill' uo) Iw I' (Ill ub) Iw
= I' (Ill) IWI' (Ill' uo) IwI' (Ill ub) Iw






(Ill = I' (Ill )IIl')
for any Uo, ub E C;::'(N).
Now pick x E Wand define a map T1LIl : C;::' (N) ---+ IF by
This map is a nontrivial (because M is locally unitary) multiplicative linear
functional on the algebra C;::'(N), and therefore given by the evaluation at a unique
point z = ¢W,lIl (x) EN. Since this is true for any x E W, we have the map
¢W,lIl : W ---+ N,
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uniquely determined by the property that
(4) f(IIlUO)(X) = uo(¢w,lIlCr))
for any Uo E CC;V(N).
Recall that M x = CC;V(Mlx ®C~'-(MIM is a preprincipal CC;V(Mlx-B-bimodule,
for any x E M. Combining the equation (4) with the equalities III Uo = f(IIl' UO)1Il and
f (Ill'Uo) Iw = f(1Il Uo) IW (the last follows from III = f(1Il )IIl'), we get the equality
(5) (uo 0 ¢W,lIllxlllx= IIlx uo,
which holds for any x E Wand any Uo E CC;V(N).
Choose Xo E Wand real functions !/Jl, .. .,!/Jk E CC;V (N) such that (!/Jl, .. .,
!/Jk) Iu :U ---+ IRk is a local chart on an open neighbourhood U of the point zo =
¢w,lIlCro) in N. For each i = L .. ., k and any x E W we have (!/J, 0 ¢W,lIl)(x) =
f(IIl!/J,)(X), which shows that !/J, 0 ¢W,lIl is a smooth function on W. From this we
conclude that ¢W,lIl is smooth on a neighbourhood of any point Xo E W. Using the
diffeomorphism Jr 11Illr :IIlw ---+ W we get a smooth map
¢lIllr,lIl= ¢W,lIl 0 Jr 11Illr : IIlw ---+ N.
Suppose that 11 is another element of G U' (M), normalised on an open subset V
of M, such that IIlw n I1V -=I- 0. Choose any point IIlx = I1 x E IIlw n I1V, for any
x E V n W. By definition, this means that there exists lIo E CC;V(M) such that
(llolx = 1 and lIOIll = lIo/1. We can find an open neighbourhood U C V n W of x
such that lIolu = L We have III x , = (lIOIll lx' = (lIOI1 lx' = I1 x' for all x' E U and
consequently III u = 11 u. We will show that the maps ¢lIljrJlI and ¢'lj',II agree on
the set III u = 11 u. Indeed, for any x' E U and any Uo E CC;V (N) we have
which implies uo(¢w,lIlCr')) = uo(¢v,IICr')). Since Uo E CC;V(N) was arbitrary and
since the algebra CC;V(N) separates the points of N, we conclude that the maps
¢W,lIl and ¢V,II agree on U. The same is then true for the maps ¢lIljrJlI and ¢'lj',II
on the set III u = 11 u. Gluing together these locally defined maps we get a globally
defined smooth map
the moment map of the preprincipal A-B-bimodule M.
For any p E G(Mx ) we define the e.tfectgerm ¢; = ¢p 0 (Jrp)-l of p, which is
the germ at x of a map (M, x) ---+ (N, ¢ (p)). Equation (5) yields
for any Uo E CC;V (N). In particular, this equation shows that the left CC;V (M)c
submodule
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is also a right C;V(N)-submodule of M x . Moreover, the right C;V(N)-action on
Mf induces a right C;V(N)¢IPI-action, so Mf is in fact a C;V(Mlx--C;V(N)¢IPI-
bimodule.
3.3. Tensor product of locally grouplike principal bimodules
Let (A. M), (B. N) and (c, N ' ) be locally grouplike Hopf algebroids, let M be
a locally grouplike principal A-B-bimodule and let N be a locally grouplike
principal B-C-bimodule. Write Ao = C;V(M) and Bo = C;V(N). We know that
M ®B N is a principal A-C-bimodule. Furthermore, since M is also a preprincipal
A-Bo-bimodule and N is a principal Bo-C -bimodule, it follows that M ®Bo N is
a preprincipal A-C -bimodule.
Take any x E M. Since (Aolx is a principal Hopf (Aolx-algebroid and also
a principal (Aolx-Ao-bimodule (Example 2.2(2)), we have an isomorphism of
preprincipal (Ao lx-C -bimodules
and an isomorphism of principal (Ao lx-C -bimodules
Furthermore, the local coalgebra (M ®Ao Mlx of the product coalgebra M ®Ao M
is simply the product coalgebra M x ®IAO 1.\ M x = M x ®Ao M x over (Aolx (see also
[22], Proposition 2.1).
Lemma 3.3. T/ze lIlap E: M ®Bo B ---+ M ®Ao M is an iSOlllOl]J/zislIl of left Ao-
coalgehras, and induces an iSOlllOl]J/zislIl Ex :Mx ®Bo B ---+ M x ®Ao M x of left
(Ao lx-coalgehras, for evel)' x EM.
Proof. Since the left Ao-module M is generated by GU' (M), a straightforward
calculation shows that E is an isomorphism ofcoalgebras over Ao. Thus we have the
induced isomorphism of (Aolx-coalgebras (M ®Bo B lx ---+ (M ®Ao M)x, which we
combine with the isomorphisms (M ®Ao M lx ~ M x ®Ao M x and (M ®Bo B lx ~
(Aolx ®Ao M ®Bo B ~ M x ®Bo B to obtain Ex. Alternatively, one can also describe
Ex as the isomorphism (,3,x) associated to the principal (Aolx-B-bimodule M x ~
(Aolx ®Ao M. D
We will next describe the grouplike elements of the coalgebra M x ® Bo N. Since
M is a locally grouplike principal A-B-bimodule, the set G(Mx ) freely generates
the left (Aolx-module M x, for every x EM. Choose any p E G(Mx ). Observe that
we have the natural isomorphisms ofleft (Aolx-modules
Since N is locally grouplike as well, it follows that N¢IPI is a free left
(Bo)¢IPI-module with the basis G(N¢IPI)' For any q E G(N¢IPI) we have the left
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(Aolx-module Mf ®IBo l,plpi N$IPI ~ (Aolx(p ® q). Therefore the left (Aolx-mod-
ules
Mf ®BoN~Mf ®IBOI,pIPI N¢IPI ~Mf ®IBOI,pIPI EB N$IPI
qEGI,V,pIPI I
EB (Mf ®IBOI,pIPI N$IPJ
qEGI,V,pIPI I
are all free. The explicit base of the free (Aolx-module Mf ®Bo N is the set L p =
[[po q] I q E G(N¢IPI)), where [po q] denotes the element of Mf ®Bo N which
corresponds to the element p ® q EMf ®I Bo l,plpi N$IP I by the above isomorphism.
Lemma 3.4. (i) The coalgehra M x ®Bo N over (Ao)x is freely generated hy its
glVuplike elements G(Mx ®Bo N) = [[po q] I p E G(Mx ). q E G(N¢IPI))'
(ii) The coalgehra M x ® Bo N is a direct sum EB pEG I M\ I Mf ® Bo N of
suhcoalgehras over (Aolx, and each suhcoalgehra Mf ®Bo N is freely generated
hy its glVuplike elements G(Mf ®Bo N) = [[po q] I q E G(N¢IPI))'
(iii) The coalgehra M x ® Ao M x is a free left (Ao lx-module, generated hy its
glVuplike elements G(Mx ®Ao M x ) = [p ® pi I p. pi E G(Mx )) ~ G(Mx ) x
G(Mx ).
Proof. (i) It is clear that M x ®Bo N is a free (Aolx-module with the basis L =
Up L p. We need to show that G(Mx ®Bo N) = L. Straight from the definition
of the structure maps of the coalgebra M x ®Bo N it follows L c G(Mx ®Bo N).
To prove the converse inclusion, choose any 1I E G(Mx ®Bo N) and write it in
the form 1I = L p.qapq [po q] (where p E G(Mx ) and q E G(N¢IPI)) for uniquely
determined apq E (Aolx. Then we have
1I ® 1I = L apqap'q'[p. q] ® [p'. q']
p.q.p'.q'
and
,3,(1I) = Lapq[p. q] ® [po q].
p.q
Since the element 1I is grouplike, we have ,3,(1I) = 1I ® 1I and f(lI) = 1. Therefore,
by checking the components of ,3, (1I) and 1I ® 1I, we see that
(6)
and
a;q = apq for all p. q.
apqap'q' = 0 if p -=I- pi or q -=I- q'.
(7) Lapq = 1.
p.q
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Equation (7) implies that there exist Po and qO such that apOqO is invertible in
(Aolx. Combining this with equation (6) we see that apq = 0 if p -=I- Po or q -=I- qO,
and that apOqO = 1. We conclude that 1I = [po. qo] E L. Parts (ii) and (iii) follow
analogously. D
Proposition 3.5. The locan)· grollplike Hont algehroids and the locan)· grollplike
principal hilllodlilesforlll a sllhcategOl)" Lg HoALG D of the category PrHoALGD"0.
Proof. Let (A. M), (B. N) and (c, N ' ) be locally grouplike Hopf algebroids,
let M be a locally grouplike principal A-B-bimodule and let N be a locally
grouplike principal B-C-bimodule. We have to show that the tensor product
M ®B N is locally grouplike. Ifwe restrict the isomorphism Ex (Lemma 3.3) to the
submodule Mf ®Bo B, for some x E M and p E G(Mx ), we obtain an isomorphism
Mf ®Bo B ~Mf ®Ao M x ~ M x of coalgebras over (Aolx. Indeed, this follows
from Lemma 3.4 by considering the explicit basis ofboth (Ao lx-modules. It follows
that we have the isomorphisms of coalgebras over (Ao)x
Since Mf ®Bo N is freely generated by its grouplike elements by Lemma 3.4, so
is (M ®BN)x. D
The category LgHoALGD will be referred to as the Morita categOl)" of locally
grollplike Hont algehroids.
--I THE PRINCIPAL BUNDLE ASSOCIATED TO A LOCALL Y GROUPLIKE PRINCIPAL
BIMODULE
Let (A. M) and (B. N) be locally grouplike Hopf algebroids and let M be a
locally grouplike principal A-B-bimodule. Denote by G = Qsp(A) and H = Qsp(B)
the spectral etale Lie groupoids associated to (A. M) respectively (B. N) [21]. In
particular, we have Go = M and Ho = N. Recall that there are natural isomorphisms
ofHopfalgebroids C~ (G) ~ A and C~ (H) ~ B, so we may regard M as a principal
C~(G)--C~(H)-bimodule. In this section we will construct an associated principal
H-bundle P = M* over G such that the principal C~(G)--C~(H)-bimodules
C~(P) and M are isomorphic.
For the manifold P we take the total space of the spectral sheaf Jrsp : Esp(M) ---+
Go associated to the C~(Go)-coalgebra M (see Section 3.2),
Put Jr = Jrsp . We also have the associated moment map ¢ : P ---+ Ho constructed in
Section 3.2.
The locally grouplike Hopf algebroid (A. Go) is in particular a coalgebra over
C~(Go). Thus we have the associated spectral sheafJrsp(A):Esp(A) ---+ Go, which
is in fact equal to the target map of the spectral etale Lie groupoid t: Qsp(A) ---+ Go
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because (A, Go) is locally grouplike. In particular, we have Esp(A) = Qsp(A) = G,
while GS(Av ) = G(Av ) = t-1(y) for any y E Go. Recall that an arrow g E G(x, y)
can be repr~sented a~ g = ay by an element a E G~,(A) normalised on an open
neighbourhood Wa C Go of y. Such a pair (Wa , a) induces a diffeomorphism
TW",a: VW",a ---+ Wa, defined on an open subset VW",a C Go, which is determined
by the property that
(8) lIoa = a (llo 0 TW",a)
for any lIo E C;V(Wa) [21]. We have x = s(ay) = T1V(~,a(Y)' The e.tfectgerm Tg =
(TW",alt of g, which is a germatx ofa diffeomorphism (Go, x) ---+ (Go, y), depends
only on g and not on the choice of a and Wa . The equation (8) may be rewritten as
for any liS E C;V(Go). For another arrow g' E G(y, y'), represented as g' = a:" by
a' E G~,(A) normalised on an open neighbourhood Wa ' C Go ofy',the product'ofg'
and g is given by g'g = a:"ay = (a'a)y" Any function ao E C;V(Go) with (aolt = 1
represents the identity arr~w It = (aolt at x, while a;l = (S(a))x.
4.1. Construction of the actions of G and H on P
Let g E G(x, y), pEP and h E H(z', z) be such that Jr(p) = x and <jJ(p) = z.
Choose a E G~,(A), III E GU'(M) and b E G~,(B) such that a is normalised on an
open neighbourhood Wa C Go of y, III is normalised on an open neighbourhood
WlIl C Go of x and b is normalised on an open neighbourhood Wb C Ho of z with
g = ay, p = IIlx and h = b~.
Lemma 4.1. The elementsalII and IIlb ofMare weak()'glVuplikeand normalised
on Walll = TW",a (VW",a n WlIl ) respectivelyWlIlb = Jr(IIlWm n <jJ-l (Wb)),
Proof. From,3, (a) = a ® a', ,3, (b) = b ® b' and ,3, (Ill) = III ® Ill' we get ,3, (a III ) =
,3, (a),3, (Ill) = (a ® a')(1Il ® Ill') = alII ® a'Ill, and ,3, (lIlb) = (Ill ® 1Il')(b® b') = IIlb ®
lIl'b'.Next, for any y' E Walll C Wa and any function lIO E C;V( Walll ) with (lIo)y' = 1
we have
f(alll)(y') = lIo(y')f(alll)(y') = f(lIoalll)(y')
= f(a(lIo 0 TW",a)IIl)(y') (by (8))
= f (a (llo 0 TW",a )f(lIl) )(y')
= f((lIO(f(lIl) 0 Tlv(~,a))a)(y') (by (8))
= lIO(y')(f(lIl) 0 Tlv(~,a)(y')f(a)(y')
= f(IIl)(T1V(~,a(y'))f(a)(y') = L
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which proves that alll is normalised on WalIl . Finally, choose any x' E WlIlb C WlIl .
Then ¢ (lIlx') E Wb and therefore f(b)(¢ (lIlx ')) = 1. Equation (4) yields
so IIlb is normalised on WlIlb. D
Therefore we may define
M(g. p) = g . p = ay . IIlx = (alll)y
and
I}(p. h) = p' h = IIlx ' b~ = (lIlb)x'
We have to show that this two definitions are independent of the choice of a, III
and b. To this end, observe that the left A-action on M, as a map A ®Ao M ---+ M,
is a homomorphism of left Ao-coalgebras, and induces a homomorphism of left
(Ao)y-coalgebras
By Lemma 3.4 we know that [g. p] E G(Ay ®Ao M), so its image in My is a
grouplike element. A direct computation shows that this image is exactly M(g. p),
which shows that M is well defined as a map
Similarly, the right B-action M ® Bo B ---+ M on M is a homomorphism of left
Ao-coalgebras, and gives a homomorphism ofleft (Aolx-coalgebras
Again by Lemma 3.4 we know that [po h] E G(M x ®Bo B), so its image in M x is a
grouplike element, equal to I} (p. h). This shows that I} is well defined as a map
Proposition 4.2. The map M is a left action of G on P along Jr.
Proof. Suppose that III E G U' (M) is normalised on an open neighbourhood WlIl C
Go of a point x E M. Let a. a ' E G~,(A) be normalised on open subsets Wa
respectively Wa' of Go, and let y E Wa and y' E Wa' be such that ay is an arrow
from x to v and a' , is an arrow from v to Vi.• V • •
Straight from the definition of M it follows Jr(ay . IIlx ) = y, thus M acts along the
map Jr. Furthermore, we have
(a;.,ay) . III x = (a'a)y, . III x = (a'alll)y'= a;., . (alll)y = a;., . (ay 'lIlx )'
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The unit arrow It E G can be represented by a smooth function lIo E C~(Go)
satisfying (llolx = 1, thus
Ix . IIlx = (llolx . IIlx = (lIOllllx= (lIolxlllx = IIlx·
To prove that fJ- is smooth, first observe that the map w: G xGo P ---+ Go, given
by w = S 0 pr i = n 0 pr2 , is a local diffeomorphism. The neighbourhood WI =
aWa XGo IIlWm of the point (ay.lIlx) E G xGo P is mapped by w diffeomorphically
onto VWa .a n WlIl . Furthermore, the neighbourhood W2 = (a III )Wam of the point
fJ- (ay. III x) E P is mapped diffeomorphically onto Walll = TWa.a (VWa.a n WlIl ) by n.
We can locally express the map fJ- as fJ-1 Wj = (n IW2 ) -1 0 TWa.a 0 wi Wj , which shows
that the action is smooth. D
Proposition 4.3. The map II is a right action of H on P along ¢.
Proof. Let b. b' E G~, (B) be normalised on open subsets Wb respectively Wb ' of
Ho, and suppose that z E Wb and z' E Wb' are such that b~ is an arrow from z' to z and
V, is an arrow from z" to z'. Furthermore, assume that III E GU' (M) is normalised
oil an open neighbourhood WlIl of a point x in Go such that ¢ (lIlx ) = z. Choose
Ill' EM with fJ.(IIl) = III ® Ill'. Since f(IIl'ub)lw = f(lIlub)lw and lIlub = f(IIl'Ub)1Il
for any ub E C~(Ho), it follows that
uO(¢(lIlx ' b~)) = f(lIlbuo)(x)
= f(IIl(UO 0 T1v:.b)b)Cr)
= f(f(IIl'(UO 0 T1v:.b))lIlb)Cr)
= f(IIl'(UO 0 T1v:.b))Cr)f(lIlb)(X)
= f(IIl'(UO 0 T1v:.b))Cr)
= f(IIl(UO 0 T1v:.b))Cr)
= (uo 0 T1v:.b)(¢(lIlx ))
= uo(z')
for arbitrary Uo E C~(VWb.b). If ¢(lIlx . b~) and z' E VWb.b were different points
of Ho, we could choose Uo E C~(VWb.b) such that uo(¢(Illx .bJ) -=I- uo(z'). The above
calculation thus shows that ¢ (lIlx . bJ = z'.
Next we have
Ifwe represent the identity arrow 1~ by Uo E C~(Ho) with (uo)~ = 1, we get
IIlx . 1~ = IIlx(uo)~ = III xUo = (uo 0 ¢wm.lIllxlllx= IIlx.
Finally, we show that II is smooth. Note that the projection prI : P XHo H ---+ P
is a local diffeomorphism. The neighbourhood WI = IIlWm XHo bWb of the point
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(lIlx , b~) E P X HO H is mapped by n 0 pr1 diffeomorphically onto WlIlb = n(1IlWm n
¢-l(Wb)). Similarly, the neighbourhood W2 = (lIlb)Wmb of the point II (lIlx , b~) E P
is mapped by n IW2 diffeomorphically onto WlIlb. We can locally express II as II IWI =
(nlw2)-1 0 (n opr1)lwI and conclude that II is smooth. D
4.2. Principalness of P
Finally, we need to show that P constructed above is indeed a principal H -bundle
over G.
Proposition 4.4. The manifold P, with the actions fl and II, is a principal
H -hlllzdle over G.
Proof. Let g E G(x, Y), pEP and h E H(z', z) be such that n(p) = x and
¢(p) = z. Choose a E G~,(A), III E GU'(M) and b E G~,(B) such that a is nor-
malised on an open neighbourhood Wa C Go of Y, III is normalised on an open
neighbourhood WlIl C Go of x and b is normalised on an open neighbourhood
Wb C Ho of z with g = ay, p = IIlx and h = b~.
(i) Straight from the definition of the action of H on P it follows that n(lIlx .
b~) = n(lIlx ), which proves that H acts along the fibers of the map n. Next, choose
arbitrary Uo ECC;V(Ho) and lIO ECC;V(Wa ) with (lIo)y = 1. Then
uo(¢(ay 'lIlx )) = f(allluo)(y)= lIo(Y)f(allluo)(y)
= f(lIoaf(IIlUo))(Y)= f(a(lIo 0 TW".a)f(IIlUO))(Y)
= f(lIO(f(IIlUO) 0 T1V(~.a)a)(y)
= lIo(y)(f (Ill uo) 0 Tlv(~.a) (Y )f(a)(y)
= f(IIlUo)(x)f(a)(y)= f( IIlUO)(X)
= uO(¢(lIlx ))'
The function lIO E CC;V(Wa ) was used to ensure that (llooTW".a)f(IIlUO) E CC;V(VW".a).
Since Uo E CC;V(Ho) was arbitrary, we conclude that ¢(ay . IIlx ) = ¢(lIlx ), which
shows that G acts along the fibers of the map ¢.
(ii) Both actions commute as a result of
(ay . IIlx ) . b~ = (a III )y . b~ = (alllb)y = ay . (Illblx = ay . (lIlx . b~).
(iii) The map n is surjective because f is surjective. Finally, we have to show that
(prl' II) : P x Ho H ---+ P X Go P is a diffeomorphism. To see that it is a bijection,
it is sufficient to show that it restricts to a bijection between the corresponding
fibers over any x E Go, that is from UPEJT-IIXI([P) x t-1(¢(p))) c P XHo H to
n-1(x) x n-1(x) C P xGo P. By Lemma 3.3 we know that Ex :Mx ®Bo B ---+
M x ®Ao M x is an isomorphism of coalgebras over (Aolx, so it restricts to a
bijection between G(M x ®Bo B) and G(M x ®Ao M x ). By Lemma 3.4, applied
to N = B, we may identify G(M x ®Bo B) with UPEJT-IIXI([P) x t-1(¢(p))) c
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P XHO Hand G(Mx Q9AoM x ) with G(M x ) x G(Mx ) = n-I(x)xn-I(x).Observe
that the bijection
u ([p) x t-I(¢(P))) ---+ n-I(x) x n-I(x)
PEJT-1IXI
given by Ex is in fact of the form (p. h) f-+ (p. P . h), thus equal to the re-
striction of (pri' II) : P x Ho H ---+ P X Go P to the fiber over x. This proves that
(pri . IJ): P XHo H ---+ P xGo P is a bijection. Furthermore, the map (pri . IJ) is a
local diffeomorphism because H is etale, and therefore it is a diffeomorphism. D
5 EQUIVALENCE OF THE MORITA CATEGORIES
In this section we state and prove the main result of this paper:
Theorem 5.1. The flll/ctor CC;V : EtG PD ---+ Lg HoALGD is an equivalence hefYl'een
the Morita category of hale Lie glVupoids and the Morita categOl)" of locally
glVuplike Hont algehlVids.
Before we give the proof, let us start with two lemmas. Let (A. Go) and (B. Ho)
be locally grouplike Hopf algebroids with the associated spectral etale groupoids
G respectively H. We denote by M* the principal H -bundle P over G associated
to a locally grouplike principal A-B-bimodule M, as in Section 4. Suppose that
f} : M ---+ M' is a homomorphism oflocally grouplike principal A-B -bimodules. In
particular, f} : M ---+ M' is a homomorphism of coalgebras over Ao = CC;V (Go), so
we have the associated map Esp (f) ) : Esp(M) ---+ Esp(M') ofspectral sheaves over Go
[22]. We can describe the map Esp(f}) as follows: If a point p E G(M x ) = Esp(M lx
is represented by an element III E GU'(M) normalised at x E Go (i.e. p = III x ), then
f} (III) E GU' (M') is normalised at x as well and
Since M* = Esp(M) and M~ = Esp(M') as sheaves over M, we shall write f}* =
Esp(f}):M* ---+ M~.
Lemma 5.2. The map f}*:M* ---+ M~ is an equivariant map of principal H-
hundles over G.
Proof. Suppose that III E GU'(M) is normalised at x E Go, a E G~,(A) is nor-
malised at y E Go and b E G~, (B) is normalised at ¢ (III x ) = z, such that ay E
G(x. y) and b~ E H(z'. z). Straight from the definition of f}* it follows that
n' 0 f}* = n. Furthermore, for any Uo E CC;V(Ho) we have
UO(¢'(f}*(IIIX ))) = f'(f}(III)Uo)Cr) = f'(f}(IIIUo))Cr)
= f(IIIUO)(X) = UO(¢(lIIx )).
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which shows that ¢' 0 f}* = ¢. Next, the equalities
f}*(ay 'lIlx ) =f}*((alll)y)=f}(alll)y= (af}(IIl))y
= ay . f) (lIllx = ay . f)* (Illx )
and
show that f}* is equivariant. D
For any principal H -bundle P over G there is a natural isomorphism <P: P ---+
Esp(C':(P)) = C':(P)* of sheaves over Go [22], given by
<P(p) = fJ[IPI'
where f E GU'(C':(P)) with f p = 1. With respect to the natural isomorphisms
G ~ Qsp(C':(G)) and H ~ Qsp(C':(H)), given by the same formula as <P, we may
regard C': (P)* as a principal H -bundle over G.
Lemma 5.3. The map <P: P ---+ C': (P)* is an isomOllJhism ofprincipal H -hlllzdles
over G.
Proof. Let g E G(x. y), hE H(Z'. z) and pEP with Jr(p) = x and ¢(p) = z. Sup-
pose that II E G~,(C':(G)), u E G~,(C':(H)) and f E GU'(C':(P)) satisfy lI g = 1,
Ulz = 1 and fp = 1. For any Uo E C':(Ho) we have (juo)(p) = f(p)uo(¢(p)) =
uo(¢(p)), by equation (3). Since fuo E GU'(C':(P)) we have (juo)(p) = f(jUO) x
(Jr(p)) and hence
which shows that ¢ 0 <P = ¢.
By Lemma 4.1 we have lIf E GU'(C':(P)), fu E GU'(C':(P)), f(lIj)y = 1
and f(julx = 1. Furthermore, we have the equalities (lIj)g p = 1 respectively
(ju)p Iz = 1 (by equations (2) and (3)), so
<P(g. p) = (lIj)y = lI y . It = g. <P(p)
and
<P (p . h) = (j ulx = It . u~ = <P (p) . h.
which shows that <P is equivariant. D
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (i) Any locally grouplike Hopf algebroid (A. M) is
isomorphic to the locally grouplike Hopf algebroid (C':(Qsp(A)). M) [21], so C':
is essentially surjective.
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(ii) Let G and H be etale Lie groupoids and let M be a locally grouplike
principal c;v (G)--C;V (H)-bimodule. The map W:C;V(M*) ---+ M, given by
is an isomorphism of coalgebras over C;V(Go) ([22], Theorem 2.5), where Ill, E
GU'(M), WlIl, is an open subset of Go such that Ill, is normalised on WlIl, and
I, E C;V(WlIl,), for any i = L .... k.
We will show that W(lIj) = lIW(j) and w(ju) = w(j)u for any II E C;V(G),
IE C;V(M*) and u E C;V(H). We can assume that 1= 10 0 nlu, where U =
III Wm for some III E G U' (M) normalized on an open subset WlIl C Go and 10 E
C;V(WlIl ). Furthermore, we may assume that II = lIo 0 tlu,; and u = Uo 0 tlu;" where
U~ C G respectively U:' c H are bisections, lIo E C;V(t(U,;)) and Uo E C;V(t(U;')).
Choose elements a E C;V(U~) c G~,(C;V(G)), normalised on an open neighbour-
hood Wa C t(U~) of supp(lIo), and b E C;V(U:,) c G~,(C;V(H)), normalised on
an open neighbourhood Wb C t(U;') of supp(uo). Write U" = t-1(Wa ) n U~ and
U" = t- 1(Wb) n U;,. By equations (2) and (3) we get
and
Denote Walll = TWa,a(VWa,a n WlIl ) and WlIlb = n (IllWm n ¢-l(Wb)). The elements
alll.lIlbE GU'(M) are, by Lemma 4.1, normalised on the supports of the functions
lIo(jo 0 T1V(~,a) E C;V(Walll ) respectively lo(uo 0 ¢Wm,lIl) E C;V(WlIlb ). Moreover,
fl(U" xGo U) = (alll)Wam and I}(U XHo U,,) = (lIlb)Wmb' which implies
and
W(lu) = lo(uo 0 ¢wm,lIl)lIlb.
On the other hand we have lIW(j) = lIlolll= lIoalolll= lIo(jo 0 Tlv(~,a)alll respec-
tively W(j)u = 10lllu = 10llluob= lo(uo 0 ¢wm,lIl)lIlb, which shows that W is an
isomorphism of locally grouplike principal bimodules. This proves that the functor
C;V is full.
(iii) Finally, we show that C;V is faithful. Choose principal H -bundles P and
pi over G, and suppose that there exists an isomorphism fj :C;V(P) ---+ C;V(PI)
of locally grouplike principal C;V(G)--C;V(H)-bimodules. The principal bundles
C;V(P)* and C;V(P' )* are isomorphic by Lemma 5.2, so P and pi are isomorphic
as well by Lemma 5.3 and therefore represent the same morphism from G to H in
the category EtGPD. D
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